
Motivational and 
Inspirational Speaker

Melissa teaches individuals and groups how to tap into their 
own inner guidance in order to get unstuck, break through 
barriers, overcome challenges and take real steps towards 
creating what they truly want. 

Melissa’s holistic approach delivers unconventional and 
highly impactful workshops, interactive talks and group 
coaching sessions that get attendees in touch with their core 
truth to discover what they are meant to do on this earth and 
bring it forward into the world. 

Melissa crafts genuine, inspiring and (most importantly) fun 
presentations that help people connect with their hearts and 
turn inward to discover their true selves.
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All of these keynotes can also be delivered in workshop style.

Ready to take your company
or group from where they are to 
where they want to be?

MELISSA DAWN 



In this talk, Melissa guides people to view their lives 
from 10,000 feet, coaching them to take a truly 
honest look at where they are in key aspects of life: 
professional satisfaction, personal relationships, 
overall health and ellness  financial health and 
personal growth. She then asks a series of powerful 
questions. The answers to these questions help 
people connect with their own inner compass, and 
understand how to propel themselves forward in 
their professional and personal lives. It is through 
this deep inner connection of clarity that her 
audience identifies their authentic selves and their 
own unique pathways of success that lie ahead in 
life and business.
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Get Clear on Where You Are So You Can 
Take Steps Towards Where You Want to Be. 

MELISSA DAWN SPEAKING ON 

Our ability to succeed in any area of life is 
impacted by our satisfaction in all areas of 
life. As such, dissatisfaction in one area 
can result in dissatisfaction and inability to 
succeed in other areas. This is why it’s 
critical to get a clear picture of where you 
are (and what’s keeping you there) in 
order to get to where you want to be. 

When you are clear on where you are 
and what you truly want, you are 
empowered to make decisions with 
confidence and build resilience in all 
areas of life.

This keynote is based on Melissa Dawn’s book, I Attract What I 
Am - Transform Failure Into An Orgasmically Joyful Life & Business.

Learn practical daily, weekly
and monthly rituals of successful
people.

Learn powerful questions you can ask yourself
anyti e to e  you ure out at you tru y ant
s at society as ro ra ed you to e ie e

Understand how to make daily choices that
e  create a ife in a i n ent it  your ur ose

and a e you fee  a ier and ore fu ed

Get tools to move forward
with ease and make decisions
t at are a i ned it  o you are
and at you re or in  to ards

Gain a clear picture of
e act y at you re or in
towards and what you need
to do to et t ere

Key Takeaways



Amazon international best selling authors, Tarek 
Riman and Melissa Dawn, give this keynote, which 
helps attendees get clear on where they are, break 
out of their comfort zones and take real steps 
towards where they want to be. In addition to 
Melissa’s Get Clear on Where You Are coaching, 
this keynote includes Tarek’s experiences and 
insights from travelling the Camino de Santiago, a 
775 KM pilgrimage route. His insights encourage 
people to break out of their comfort zone, reassess 
what they truly need and go for they truly want.
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Finding Your Camino: Getting from where
you are to where you want to be

MELISSA DAWN AND TAREK RIMAN SPEAKING ON 

A variation of the keynote, Get Clear on 
Where You Are So You Can Take Steps 
Towards Where You Want to e, 
presented as a duo.

This talk is based on a blend of Melissa Dawn’s book, I 
Attract What I Am - Transform Failure Into An Orgasmically 
Joyful Life & Business, and Tarek iman’s, The Camino 
Within.

The inspiration and drive to take
your own inner journey, whatever
that may mean for you.

Powerful tools to help you break 
out of your comfort zone;

Everything from the Get Clear
on Where You Are workshop,
plus...

Key Takeaways
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ollow p Coachin

Coaching follow up helps the information and 
personal discoveries sink in better. It builds 
on those “ah-ha” moments from the 
workshop or keynote and helps people 
develop new habits and patterns for success. 

Follow up is ideally completed within the 
three months following the speaking 
engagement. Melissa can provide either 
group or one-on-one coaching, either 
throu h oo  or at your o ces or rou  
location. 

Some companies or organizations prefer a 
full day of follow up coaching as well as a 
“bank” of 12 hours to work with whomever in 
the team or group requires additional 
coaching, usually remotely via Zoom. 
In-person meetings can be discussed on a 
case-by-case basis. 

elissa a n is a ertified ro essional i e and usiness 
oach  otivational ea er anadian 
ssociation o  ro essional ea ers   and holds a 
achelor o  o erce o . he is a re ular 

contributor to the u n ton ost  hrive lobal and 
Entrepreneur.com and has been featured on many 
podcasts and talk shows such as Entrepreneur on Fire, 

rea ast elevision   adio and ore.  

She is the Amazon international bestselling author of 
I Attract What I Am: Transform Failure into an 
Orgasmically Joyful Life and Business.  

Melissa’s unconventional, holistic approach helps people 
see their lives from 10,000 feet to uncover what they are 
truly meant to do on this earth and how to bring it 
forward into the world. Using powerful questions and 
step-by-step guidance, Melissa helps people feel 
ener i ed  ins ired and o ered  by ho they are  
what they do and what they are working towards. 

Melissa left behind a successful career as an 
a ard innin   o  ar etin  to be o  reater service to 
the orld. oday she ins ires and uides ro essionals 
around the orld to a e confident  heart centered 
decisions by tuning into their inner guidance system and 
uncovering the paths that are truly right for them.
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